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Co-edited by Joyce Bedi, Arthur Daemmrich, and Arthur Molella, and published by the Smithsonian's Lemelson Center
and the MIT Press, the Lemelson Center Studies in Invention and Innovation series advances scholarship in history,
engineering, science, and related fields and disseminates it to a wide, general interest audience.

Nov 11, Sneha rated it really liked it Grace Hopper was a pioneer in the history of computing and this book
gives an insight into her commendable achievements, which are so relevant even to this day. She was one of
the first ones to develop a subroutine that we use relentlessly in our code today. But her main achievement is
the invention of a compiler, and she was the mastermind behind the COBOL language. The first few chapters
of this biography focus more on the evolution of the computing world during the WW II, with a considerable
Grace Hopper was a pioneer in the history of computing and this book gives an insight into her commendable
achievements, which are so relevant even to this day. But it is the latter half of the book that piques the
interest, when Grace Hopper makes significant contributions to the computing world. Some of the interesting
reads are about how she managed the computing laboratory at Remington Rand, her interest in automatic
programming which led to the invention of compiler, supporting distributed invention by sharing of
knowledge among industry competitors that eventually led to a common compiler COBOL. Crisp and
well-written biography. At first I was a bit disappointed, but again by the end I was grateful at the
thoroughness in which the author decided to cover the "Invention of the In WHEW. At first I was a bit
disappointed, but again by the end I was grateful at the thoroughness in which the author decided to cover the
"Invention of the Information Age. I not only got the factual recounting of the era, but also the feeling. I felt
like I was there, or had been. They make me sad but also are a source of hope for those of us who feel stuck in
a pit. For certain things like the last chapter , I understand the summary, but in the middle I felt like things
were being covered that I had just read about. Not sure if that was actually true or just me hitting the reading
wall, but I felt it. If I were to make a drinking game for this book that would be one of the rules. I think it does
a good job of explaining stuff, but there is a certain amount of either assumed or unexplainable knowledge
within this context. That might just be me pretending I know things, though. Like I said, I spent a lot of the
early portion of this book feeling dumber than a wall though. Overall, I would highly recommend this read to
anyone in the tech field, especially someone who is interesting in relieving discrimination. You can see how
women react to it depending on their personalities and circumstances, such as how Grace Hopper and Betty
Snyder-Holberton did. Just kidding, not the end. Honestly I would skip the intro.
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Chapter 2 : Inventing for the Environment : Arthur P. Molella :
Inventing for the Environment (Lemelson Center Studies in Invention and Innovation) Paperback - September 23, by
Arthur P. Molella (Editor).

Origins[ edit ] Jerome H. Lemelson based the foundation on his personal beliefs about the role of invention
and inventors to the US economy. He believed that invention and innovation were keys to American economic
success and dynamism. He organized the foundation as a resource for young inventors and support them with
funding, connections to role models, and training that would give emerging inventors the ability to develop,
refine, and take their inventions to market. In , the foundation hired its first executive director and expanded its
programs support young inventors around the world focus on economic development for poor countries. He
felt it was what made this country strong. Impact inventing is based on three key concepts: An invention
should have positive social impact. The Foundation supports inventions that address societal problems and
community needs. The invention needs to be environmentally responsible. The Foundation encourages
inventors to make carefully considered decisions that minimize the environmental footprint of both invention
processes and final products. The business model around the invention needs to be financially self-sustaining.
The Foundation supports programs that develop businesses that are scalable, market-tested, and economically
viable. Stated programmatic strategies involve creating an ecosystem where inventors and their innovations
are supported from start to finish: The Foundation is focused on the development of inventions that rethink
impact â€” projects. Examples include sanitation systems for the developing world, locally adapted medical
devices, and efficient, affordable sources of renewable energy. The Center encourages inventive creativity in
young people, and fosters an appreciation for the central role of invention and innovation in the history of the
United States. Programs include a yearly symposium, presentations and guest speakers within and outside the
National Museum of American History, and often the publication of a book detailing aspects of the topical
focus. These collections consist of the papers and materials documenting the work of past and current
American inventors. The Lemelson-MIT Program promotes the work of individual inventors through annual
awards and competitions. The program publishes handbooks that guide inventors in the development and
marketing of their work. MESA teaches STEM , invention, and contemporary skills to historically
underrepresented students, including girls, African American, Native American, and Latino students, students
from low-income families, and first-generation college-bound students. The program works within schools in
grades 6â€”12, engaging students in math, engineering, science and technology projects. The program is free,
offered to students in their schools, and has a family involvement component. MESA also runs the MC2
program in partnership with AmeriCorps, which trains College Access Coaches to teach high school students
about career planning, college preparation, and professional development. As of , VentureWell has supported
the establishment of approximately new courses and programs in invention and entrepreneurship at its member
campus network. The program has provided grants to over student invention teams in order to help them
launch their businesses. Villgro, an Indian-based organization, supports social entrepreneurship and incubation
in rural India. The organization provides seed funding, mentoring, and coaching. SELCO is a social enterprise
that provides sustainable energy solutions and services to low income populations. SELCO Incubation Lab
was established in to provide "new clean and sustainable technologies for the rural poor other than lighting. In
addition to developing new technology, the lab also serves as an incubation space for entrepreneursâ€”helping
inventors with their independently owned enterprises. Gearbox is the first open makerspace for design and
prototyping in Kenya. Members have access to the space to work together on projects that combine hardware
and software, share ideas and skills, and develop a community of inventors working on computer technology,
industrial art, robotics, and electronics. Gearbox provides design tools and rapid prototyping equipment 3D
printers, 3D scanners, laser cutters, industrial sewing machines, vinyl cutters, engineering tools, and
equipment for electronics creation and testing. An in-house store and in-house product designers provide
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additional resources to the public. According to Lemelson Foundation Executive Director Carol Dahl,
Gearbox "will provide a much-needed space for inventors to talk, build, test, and ultimately take their ideas to
market. The organization supports social enterprises in scaling their businesses, and works on a
portfolio-based model. Enterprises include agricultural businesses designed to help small farmers, a coding
and personal development program for young women to bring them into the tech sector, and a solar power
company that offers high-quality portable solar lamps and kits at accessible prices, among others. As a
long-term incubator which support business for 5 to 7 years, the program emphases evaluation, reporting,
business planning and strategy. This exhibition, produced by the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum in
New York, focused on the design movement to develop cost-effective ways to increase access to food and
water, energy, education, healthcare, transportation and revenue-generating activities low income areas in the
developing world. RAMPs identified inventors at the economic "base of the pyramid" and provided mentoring
and funding as they formulated enterprises and products. Created a â€”a low-cost baby warmerâ€” that
reduced the rates of newborn and pre-term mortality at the rural hospital. Purbayanto has developed Suritech,
a machine that separates the bones and meat of small by-catch fish, making it profitable for fishermen to sell
the by-catch, rather than throw dead or dying fish back into the sea. The foundation made exploratory grants in
developing countries "to support invention education, develop specific technologies, and to disseminate new
technology products in communities. Such projects included support for solar lighting, irrigation technologies,
and neonatal devices. IDEAAS is a Brazilian organization that provides energy access in rural Brazil,
promotes the efficient use of energy, and advances social entrepreneurship through renewable energy
businesses.
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Chapter 3 : Inventing for the environment (Book, ) [calendrierdelascience.com]
Arthur P. Molella is Jerome and Dorothy Lemelson Director of the Smithsonian InstitutionÂ¹s Jerome and Dorothy
Lemelson Center for the Study of Invention and Innovation. Joyce Bedi is Senior Historian at the Smithsonian
Institution's Jerome and Dorothy Lemelson Center for the Study of Invention and Innovation.

The class of inductees to the National Inventors Hall of Fame. The Secrets of Soil in Raleigh, 5. Lab we are
joining with the Smithsonian in a nation-wide initiative to engage young people in acts of invention. Staff at
the Berkshire Museum get a chance to test out the Spark! Lab activities during a special training with
Lemelson Center colleagues. To prepare, colleagues from the Lemelson Center in Washington D. A
significant portion of the training had our staff trying out the activities that will be available in Spark! These
activities, primarily engineering and design challenges, pose problems from the real world for visitors to solve.
There are no right or wrong answers to Spark! These activities show young people that every brain is capable
of creating something totally new and that by coming up with new ideas, we can make the world a better place
for ourselves and each other. As we tried out wind tunnels and tipping tables, it occurred to me that everyone,
not just young people, probably craves opportunities to be inventive all the time. The mood in the room ran
the gamut from laughter during experimentation to intense concentration on final designs, and many people
had to be torn from the stations when it was time to move on. Until I encountered Spark! So although learning
about the activities and understanding what will be physically happening in our new space was valuable, it
was the other aspects of our training that helped me to really understand the potential that Spark! Lab holds for
altering perceptions and empowering the young people who visit the Museum. During training we learned
about many different inventors; inventions which have changed the course of history; and inventions which
have made our lives a little easier in subtle ways. I spent the next few weeks seeing inventions everywhere.
My colleague Lesley Ann Beck came back to the second half of the training with a story about opening a pizza
box and realizing that someone, somewhere, had gotten so frustrated with squished pizza and cheese stuck to
lids, that they invented a small, round piece of plastic to keep the box lid from denting in, saving the pizza
from damage. Lab under construction at the Berkshire Museum â€” a space which took inventive thinking to
develop. As construction of our Spark! Lab space in the Museum takes shape, this new lens has allowed me to
see how our architects and staff have used inventive thinking to create a space that has to adapt to different
needs, different audiences, and changing activities. We also had a discussion about ways to reinforce inventive
thinking in kids, which gave me the chance to think back to my childhood and especially to my father, who
built my sisters and me a workbench and encouraged us to create using wood scraps from his own projects.
For years I used a Walkman held together by a wood nail because he loved to fix things instead of throwing
them out. I thought about the pulley system he had rigged for our birdfeeder, which made it easy to fill but
hard for squirrels to get to. I realized that my dad is one of those people who travels through the world with
the eyes of an inventor. In the training, I wondered that too, and for me the best answer came from one of our
facilitators, Michelle DelCarlo, Spark! Lab National Network Manager.
Chapter 4 : Inventing for the Environment by Arthur P. Molella
Inventing for the Environment (Lemelson Center Studies in Invention and Innovation series) [Arthur P. Molella, Joyce
Bedi] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This ambitious book describes the many ways
in which invention affects the environment (here defined broadly to include all forms of interaction between humans and
nature).
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Amy C Crumpton, "Inventing for the Environment. Lemelson Center Studies in Invention and Innovation. Edited by
Arthur Molella and Joyce Bedi.," The Quarterly Review of Biology 79, no. 4 (December ):

Chapter 6 : Joyce Bedi | National Museum of American History
From Lemelson Center Studies in Invention and of Inventing for the Environment Dorothy Lemelson Center for the Study
of Invention and Innovation.

Chapter 7 : Lemelson Center for the Study of Invention and Innovation Archives - Smithsonian Affiliations
Inventing for the Environment (Lemelson Center Studies in Invention & Innovation Series) by Arthur Molella. MIT Press,
This is an ex-library book and may have the usual library/used-book markings calendrierdelascience.com book has
hardback covers.

Chapter 8 : Arthur Molella | AAAS-Lemelson Invention Ambassadors Program
Essays by historians and practitioners on how invention can benefit the environment.

Chapter 9 : Inventing Green - Science NetLinks
Inventing for the Environment (Lemelson Center Studies in Invention and Innovation) by Arthur Molella (Editor), Joyce
Bedi (Editor) / Hardcover: pages / The MIT Press () Text describes the many ways in which invention affects the
environment; defined broadly to include all forms of interaction between humans and nature.
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